The purpose of Amendment 0001 is to provide additional information in response to BAA Number 09-023. This amendment does not make any changes to the BAA.

Question #1: Are there classified design and performance goals; and will classified annex be apart of this BAA as mentioned under Section 6.3 entitled, Design and Performance Goals?

Answer #1: The Government does not expect a classified annex. The level of classified design and performance goals should convey the following:

- FOV for the Sensor – Use the wide FOV specification for the BRITEStar II turret (30 degrees x 22.5 degrees) as a baseline value. A larger FOV would be desirable.

- FOR for the Sensor – Use the FOR specifications for the BRITEStar II turret (Azimuthal coverage of 360 degrees continuous, Elevation coverage of +32 to -100 degrees) as a baseline value. A larger FOR would be desirable.

If you need to delete references to the BRITEStar turret, just convey the values.